3CS TO LEARNING:
THE THAMMASAT UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES EXPERIENCE
On June 27, 1934, Thammasat University was officially opened at Tha Phrachan on Rattanakosin Island alongside the Chao Phraya River in Bangkok, Thailand.
In 1934, Thammasat’s first library was established with the founding of the university. In 1976, the library attained the status of an independent office, the first such status for a library in Thailand.
“GREATS” at Thammasat
Learn to be GREATS
3Cs to Learning at Thammasat University Libraries
CONNECTIVITY

KNOWS HOW TO CONNECT INFORMATION SETS ENABLE STUDENTS TO LEARN MORE
COLLABORATION
EXPLORE QUESTIONS AND CREATE PROJECTS TOGETHER
CORRECTNESS

"ORIGINALITY / VIRTUE / MORALS"
MYCAT
CHECKING DUPLICATES IN STUDENT THESSES
PREVIOUS THESIS SUBMISSION PROCESS

1. Student submits thesis draft
2. Advisor reviews and gives comments
3. Student defends thesis with committees
4. Student submits the final version of thesis
5. Advisor and committees sign the thesis for approval
6. Student submits hard copy with CD-ROM
PROPOSED THESIS SUBMISSION PROCESS USING MYCAT
USER ROLES AND TASK MANAGEMENT
PRESERVATION AND DIGITAL OBJECT IDENTIFIER (DOI) FOR THAMMASAT THESIS
THANK YOU

SRICHAN CHANCHEEWA
THAMMASAT UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
svc@tu.ac.th